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ABSTRACT
In the aftermath of the 2004 tsunami, the tremendous transformation obviously
has changed Lampulo from small fishing village to the center of fishing industry.
The reconstruction efforts coincide with the later redevelopment goals to drive
the fisheries sector as a pillar for economic recovery. This research draws on
direct ethnographic research to test Klein’s assertion of disaster capitalism to
identify the instrumentality of the tsunami to promote and empower fishing
industries through deregulation and privatization of fisheries policies. Many
believe that the tsunami creates the opportunity - according to the slogan - “build
back better” – to replace the existing fisheries system with commercial fisheries.
The fishing industry in Lampulo pushes the economic growth by increasing fish
productivity and provide the employment opportunities. However, it contributes
to unequal competition and distribution of profit between small fishers and
commercial activities.
Keywords: Disaster Capitalism, Neoliberalism, Fisheries, Fishing Industry,
reconstruction, transformation, the tsunami 2004, Aceh
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Background

In this research, I highlight the concept of disaster capitalism (Klein, 2007) to

identify the complementary variety of transformation after the tsunami 2004 in

Gampong Lampulo, Aceh. The impact of the tsunami 2004 changed local

economic priorities and significant development goals in this damaged area. The
tsunami was cast as an opportunity by the central government and cooperation

to expand and engage in radical changes of neoliberalism policies. This research
identifies how post disaster reconstruction is increasingly being shaped by

priorities tied to neoliberalism agendas. This transformation influences the later

development goal especially within the fisheries sectors. Two types of discussion

emerge when transformation occurred – one focus on challenges and possibility
of recovery; the second on how the transformation affected local community.

More specifically, this research will examine post-recovery process in aftermath
of Asia Tsunami 2004 in Aceh.

1.1.1. The tsunami 2004: The perfect wave

Fig.1. Areas affected by the tsunami 2004. Source: Reliefweb map centre. 2007)
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On December 26, 2004, at 07:58:50 local time, a powerful earthquake of 9.2

Magnitude hit the Indian Ocean. The Sumatra - Andaman earthquake was one of
the three largest earthquakes ever recorded. The fault rupture propagated 1,300

to 1,600 kilometers northwest for about 10 minutes along the boundary between

the Indo-Australian plate and the Eurasian plate, from northwestern Sumatra to
the Nicobar Islands and to the Andaman Islands. The tremendous earthquake

triggered the tsunami that devastatied the lives and livelihoods of millions of

people across 14 countries. Of all the areas ravaged by the tsunami and
earthquake in Asia, Aceh suffered the most. The waves ranged from 4 to 39

meters high and destroyed around 250 coastal communities. The tsunami killed
164,000 people in Aceh, the territory closest to the earthquake's epicenter, while

another 400,000 were made homeless. According to Indonesia’s National

Planning Agency, over 3,000 civil servants died and another 2,275 were reported
missing, and 669 government buildings were destroyed (BAPPENAS, 2005).

When the waves stopped crashing down upon the land, the region was left with

US$4.5 to $5 billion in damages, almost equal to Aceh’s GDP in 2003 (BAPPENAS,

2005; Cluff, 2007; Masyarafah & Mckeon, 2008).

In the low-lying areas of coastal Banda Aceh, the tsunami waves extended

inland as far as 5-7 kilometers, affecting a large portion of the population. Ten

meter waves hit Banda Aceh with tremendous speed of around 800 kilometers
per hours. The residential neighborhoods and fishing villages in coastal areas
were entirely destroyed, and houses were swept inland or out to sea (Cluff,

2007; ADB Institute, 2006)

The unprecedented devastation wrought upon Aceh and the other affected

regions prompted a widespread response from the international community. In
response to the tragedy, there was an enormous outpouring of generous

humanitarian aids. An estimated more than $4.4 billion of total aids was given,
with $1.1 billion coming from the Indonesian government, $1.5 billion from

NGOs, and $1.8 billion from official donors (BRR, 2005). The reconstruction

master plan was – in line with the slogan of "rebuilding better version of Aceh". As
supported by Bill Nichol as advisor of Badan Rehabilitasi dan Rekonstruksi
9

(BRR): "We're not just replacing or even improving, we're building a whole new
system here" (Brassard, 2009. p. 20). Starting from 2005, Aceh hosted around

2,200 projects across all sectors implemented by more than 400 actors and
become the largest reconstruction program in the developing world (Masyarafah
& Mckeon, 2008).

In the early reconstruction process, the government responded to the

disasters in three main phases: first, the emergency rescue and relief operations.
Second, rehabilitation and reconstruction of basic socioeconomic infrastructure
and restoration of law and order. Third, reconstruction of the economy and local

government system. With three main concerns regarding the process of

reconstruction, the government established a new agency to coordinate the
recovery and rehabilitation program called BRR (Badan Rehabilitasi dan
Rekonstruksi) in 2005. The BRR was not only responsible to coordinate all the
agencies or manage aid funding but also to create the Master Plan that would

guide the process of reconstruction. The main mission of BRR was to restore

livelihoods and strengthen communities in Aceh and Nias by overseeing a
coordinated, community driven reconstruction and development program (ADB
Institute, 2007).

In 2005, BRR began to implement the master plan for rebuilding housing,

infrastructure and livelihoods. The main priority in the first period was to

rebuild houses and was formally finished in mid 2007. However, the second and

last priority has taken longer time than expected, which mostly completed by the
end of 2009. The second priority was to rebuild livelihood through; first,

revitalized agriculture and fisheries sector. Second, microfinance that was made

for small and medium enterprises. Third, employment programs such as cash-

for-work and training programs were developed. The last was rebuilding
infrastructure including roads, bridges, ports, harbors and airports (ADB
Institute, 2007).

However, before the tsunami occurred, Aceh was the fourth poorest province

in Indonesia due to 30 years of conflict between separatist groups and the

central government. The three decades of conflict had killed between 15,000 and
25,000 lives, displaced over 400,000 people, destroyed any productive sector,
10

hampered the delivery of basic services in many areas, weakened institutions,

traumatized most of Acehnese and created deep political fault lines between
Aceh and the central government (Fan, 2013). When the disaster struck, Aceh
had been under 18 months of martial law and civil emergency following the

failure of peace negotiations between the central government and GAM (the Free

Aceh Movement). The tsunami offered Aceh an opportunity: the chance to bring
the 30-years conflict to an end and to begin the process of building peace. While
an initiative to restart peace talks had begun several days before the tsunami, it

was the disaster that made the peace agreement successful. As Susilo Bambang
Yudhyono claimed “an overwhelming moral, political, economic, and social

imperative to end the conflict” (Government of Indonesia, 2006) and ensured that
this time a peace agreement would be secured. Many believed that the tsunami
struck Aceh as an opportunity for progressing peace as Kofi Annan stated “…the

president Yudhoyono and the leaders of Free Aceh Movement turned the tragedy of
the tsunami into an opportunity to build peace in Aceh”. On 15 August 2005, a

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between the Indonesian government and
GAM leaders was signed, officially bringing the conflict to an end (Fan, 2013; UN,
2006)

The tsunami 2004 not only helped to achieve the peace agreement between

GAM and the central government, but also changed their redevelopment

strategy. In international forum on tsunami and earthquake (2007) held in Kobe

Japan, the Deputy for economy and business development BRR, Said Faisal
presented that the long term redevelopment goal after the tsunami 2004 which

was focused on the economic growth. To restore the economic growth, two main

strategies needed to be fulfilled: restoring lost economic capacity and building a

foundation to be competitive in the global economy. Restoring lost economic
capacity was reached by rehabilitated damaged economic infrastructure,

provided equipment for business to reopen and the construction boom. The
strategy to build a competitive economy could be done by creating a modern

infrastructure, a business friendly investment environment and private sector
driven economy. The redevelopment agenda for Aceh after the tsunami is highly

related to the economic reform of “market driven” approach.
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1.1.2. Fisheries sector as key of recovery effort
The tsunami of 26 December 2004 caused severe loss to most coastal

communities including lives, houses, livelihoods and public facilities. The
tsunami destroyed more than 800 km of Aceh’s coast, penetrating 1-6 km inland.

A huge number of fishers were killed while estimated 9,083 fishers survived the

event. The total damage to fisheries based livelihoods is an estimated US$600
Million and US1,2 Billion was lost in the industry as a whole (Janssen, 2005). The

tsunami completely destroyed the fisheries infrastructure including Lampulo
fishing shelter, roads, fish processing factories and ice plants. Three fisheries-

related government bodies are directly involved in the rehabilitation process:
the ministry of marine affairs and fisheries (MMAF), the provincial department
of fisheries (DKP) and district bureau of fisheries. The MMAF and BRR are

responsible for the major ports and involved in planning and channeling of
multilateral or bilateral aid. The first immediate reconstructions related to
fisheries activities were focused on replacement of craft and gear. Second, the

plan was to change gears and turn to bigger craft. Third, reconstructing fisheries
infrastructure including fishing port, harbor, fishing shelter, landing site, auction

and market hall. Last, expanding fishing industry by opening Aceh as a place for
business. (Janssen, 2005)

After 12 years, the fisheries sector has become even “better” than before. As

one of the master plan for reconstruction strategy was arranged by BRR and the
government, the fisheries sector was emphasized to support economic growth.

The fisheries sector is expected as a pillars of economic recovery after the
tsunami including to expand fisheries industry by gradually replacing the former

system with commercial fishing activities and promoting private business
(domestic and foreign) investment in Gampong Lampulo.

However, the master plan for regional strategic framework for rehabilitation

and reconstruction in Aceh (ROI, 2005) focuses on the restoration and
enhancement of fishing activities The fisheries sector is expected to contribute to
an increase of GNP through the increase of total catches. Especially in Aceh
12

province where the potential yield of the Strait of Malacca for large captured fish

is about 25.560 tonnes/year and small species about 124.840 tonnes/years
(MMAF, 2005; FAO, 2007). The overall utilization rate reaches 47.74% while the

opportunity to further develop is 52,23%. Based on this data, the potential

fisheries of Aceh is more than 250.000 tonnes/year or about USD 500 million per
year (Government of Aceh, 2010)

The Aceh provincial statistic shows that prior to the tsunami, the pattern of

fish production was increasing while it proved steady or slowly increasing

production between 1995 and 2004 from 138.000 tonnes/year to 145.000

tonnes/years. By contrast, the number of fishing boats declined from 11.500 to

9800 boats but the catch efficiency increase over this period (FAO. 2007). Later
after the tsunami, the fish production rapidly increased from about 6800.000
kg/year to 16000.000 kg/year from 2010 to 2016. The total number of small

fishing boats rapidly declined while bigger boats were steadily increasing during

the same years. The huge potency of fisheries sector for Malacca Strait

contributes for 3 percent of the provincial GDP with a total value for about US$
86 million in 2003 and increased to 3.25% of total GDP in 2014 (MMAF, 2016).

Aceh fisheries sector has potency for greater contribution of local economic

development especially in the provision of employment and improved living
standards for people hit hard by the long decade of conflict and natural disaster.

However, the transformation of Aceh after tsunami 2004 had its benefit and

loss at one point. In 2010, the successful restoration of infrastructure and other
facilities succeeded in pushing down inflation to 5.8 percent and driving up

economic growth to 6 percent (The Jakarta Post, 2015). Disasters can be
conceived of as an opportunity to renew a whole system and structure from

social to economy sectors through dramatic reform. On the other hand, despite

the fact that people of Aceh have achieved remarkable progress in the physical
rebuilding and economic growth, yet have similar advances in key human

development indicators that remain elusive. The UNDP report claims in term of

poverty, life expectancy and other quality of life measure, Aceh still lags behind
the rest of Indonesia provinces (BBC, 2010). Existing pattern of inequalities may
13

be intensified as politically vulnerable populations reeling under the effects of
the disaster, have little contribution in recovery process.
1.2.

Problematization

Such a condition where a devastated area is radically transformed for

economic interest while local communities are exposed has been described by

Naomi Klein (2007) as disaster capitalism. Given the extent of transformation in
Aceh, the focus of this study is to test Klein’s assertion by identifying the notion

that the tsunami events that can provide both opportunity and threats to

gradually replace the existence of artisanal fisheries with commercial based
fishing activities. During the reconstruction process, Lampulo was transformed

into a new center of fishing industry rather than rebuilding what existed

previously. Drawing from this hypothesis, therefore, my main research questions
are formulated below:

“To what extent can the reconstruction process in Gampong Lampulo, Aceh, in
aftermath of Indian Ocean earthquake and tsunami be characterized as a form of
disaster capitalism? To what extent has this process benefitted or harmed local
people?”
To answer the main question, several specific research questions are formulated
as followed:

1. What kind of transformation has occurred in Gampong Lampulo since the
2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami?

2. To what extent and in what ways can the reconstruction process in
Gampung Lampulo be characterized as neoliberalization?

3. How have these transformations affected the coastal community?
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1.3.

Theoretical framework

1.3.1. Neoliberalism and Disaster Discourse
I will first elucidate how neoliberalism is used as a term of creative

destruction for institution power and social relations and often used
indiscriminately to mean anything bad. Next, I will describe how neoliberalism
appears as a mainstream strategy and outline the growing critique of disaster
capitalism in the reconstruction process. I then describe the recent research
concerning on how disaster capitalism and neoliberalism policies affected local
people’s live in term of positive and negative ways.

According to Birch (2015), the neoliberalism concept is shaped by diverse

schools of neoliberal thought and varied neoliberal epistemic communities, from

Foucault's concept of neoliberal governmentality, new economy paradigm to a

mechanism of transformation of social institutions. As such, it is likely difficult to

determine the precise definition of neoliberalism because it is used in many

different ways. Neoliberalism can be broadly defined as the extension and
installation of competitive markets into all areas, including the economy, politic
and social. Neoliberalism thinkers such as Friedman, Hayek, Reagan, Thatcher

and Greenspan, it claims that it carries the positive assumption that market is the
most efficient mechanism and moral institution for maintaining human life
include to replace other institution. Therefore, it is believed that social good will

be achieved by maximizing the reach and frequency of market transactions, and
it seeks to bring all human action into the domain of the market (Harvey, 2005).
Neoliberal ideology rests on the doctrine that open, competitive and deregulated
markets are the most efficient mechanism for economic development and social
betterment.

Neoliberalism rose to prominence since the 1970s as a major policy and

regulatory response to economic crises that affected postwar U.S. and European

societies and become the dominant state strategy. Almost all states and
international institution (such as International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World
Bank and World Trade Organization (WTO) have embraced some version of
neoliberal theory and adjust at least some of their policies. From the 1980s a
15

dramatic transformation of privatization and retrenchment of public services;

the progressive liberalization of credit; deregulation of major industries, and
greater capital mobility have become the dominant agenda. It further continues

to set of programmatic principles, reducing welfare state, make space for
competitive forces, enlarge the scope and reach of the private sector,

(re)distribute wealth on the basis of market principles, (Harvey, 2005; Prasad
2006; Tickell and Peck. 2003).

Furthermore, neoliberalism is both creative and destructive (Harvey, 2005)

moments that depend on combination different historical and geographical

circumstances. Tickell and Peck (2003) have argued that the destructive (roll

back) moments was dominant back to 1980s followed by series of market and
government failure, growing inequality, social disintegration and unsustainable
failure. However, the creative (roll out) moment has been ascendant in the

subsequent period, where neoliberalism become more adaptable and robust to
demonstrate a capacity to transform into a variety of institutional forms,
restoring class power and to absorb contending narratives of restructuring and
intervention as what had been experienced in Chile 1973, a successful model for
liberating foreign institution through deregulation.

Therefore, neoliberalism stimulates discussion over the positive and

negative consequences when it is applied to (re) development strategies, and
especially after disaster occurred. More literature had been inspired by what
Naomi Klein (2007) calls disaster capitalism to understand the role of disaster as

an opportunity to implement a neoliberal agenda and become a threat into social
condition because it increases inequality and exacerbates socio-economic

divisions. "I call these orchestrated raids on the public sphere in the wake of
catastrophic events, combined with the treatment of disasters as exciting market
opportunities, disaster capitalism" (Klein, 2007, p. 6).
The

concept

has

stimulated

rapid

growing

literature

analyzing

neoliberalization in recovering strategy that shapes mainstream approaches to

(re)development (Gotham, 2008; Ingram et al.. 2006; Saltman, 2007; Atasay &

Delavan, 2012; Cohen 2010; Collier, 2013). Most of this literature presents a
16

critique of neoliberalization and how they radically transform existing system

and structure after disaster occurred. Neoliberalism defines disaster as an effort

sell solutions, which is part of a larger agenda of constructing and expanding
spaces for capital investment through the creation of new needs for
commodities. Neoliberalism exploits disaster to sweeping political and economic

transformation that is not in local people’s best interests.

Further, as explained by Gunewadena and Schuller (2008), neoliberalism

and disaster capitalism notion encompass "National and transnational
governmental institutions' instrumental use of catastrophe (both so-called
natural and human-mediated disasters, including post-conflict situations) to
promote and empower a range of private, neoliberal capitalist interests" (2008,

p. 20). They also address three constituent elements of the definition: the
instrumentality of catastrophes, the increasing role of private institution in
public responses to disaster and promoting neoliberal capitalist interest.
However, this research will use different approach - since the term of
neoliberalization covers a variety of policies and strategies - as follow:
1.3.2. Disaster as window of opportunity
“There is opportunity to get back to a planned tourism industry. We have
identified three areas where earlier there was no tourism zone. We have
now got the opportunity to really build a planned tourist resort in three of
those areas where actually whatever small tourism industry infrastructure
was there, it has now been destroyed and therefore, we can now rebuild all
over again from scratch.” (Prathap Ramanujam, Secretary, Minister of
Tourism, Sri Lanka)

The quote shows how disaster is seen as opportunities not only the desires but
also allusions to the idea of possible transformation. Klein (2007) argues that

neoliberalism always exploited disaster as a way to make populations agree of

transformation of political, economic and social changes that are not in their best
interest. She draws the idea of ‘shock' from Milton Friedman, who advocated
17

throwing economies into crises as a means of pushing them in neoliberal
directions. More specifically, Schuller (2008) has explained that recovery
process after disaster can be distinguished by instrumentality of catastrophes for

advancing new systems and structures instead of rebuilding what was existed

previously. It is what Klein calls the second tsunami where catastrophe become a
justification to engage in radical social and economic engineering to allow

industries transform devastated areas rapidly without awareness of the impact

of their actions by local communities (Klein, 2007).

The opportunity usually happens when fragile and pliable situation arise, thus
intervention and structural changes are possible. For example, in Haiti (including

before tragedy) after an earthquake destroyed the whole country, foreign

investor interference in their domestic affairs. Foreign actors such as
international community, institution and donors were determining Haiti future
to take "necessary action" to support them in after the tragedy by controlling the

situation while seizes the opportunity to reduce government forces (Dupuy,
2007).

As written in Nacla report on the America (Dupuy, 2007, p. 5):

"Their objectives have never been to promote meaningful and

sustainable development of peripheral capitalist countries like Haiti (or
the other countries in the Americas or elsewhere that adopted these
strategies and policies). Rather, their aim has always been to create
outlets for the products of the core countries and sources of cheap labor
for their manufacturers"
Another research to explain how disaster capitalism created as well as used

opportunities by transforming policies in the favors of profitable markets to

provide low-paid labor force and racial inequality that had been experienced by

Latino worker after Hurricane Katrina (Trujillo – Pagan, 2012).

1.3.3. Promoting Neoliberalism Policy Agenda
The execution of disaster capitalism replacing former system and the
fulfillment of economic benefits tend to operate in very subtle ways. The policy
18

agenda, sometimes only slightly related to disaster recovery, but are framed as

stipulating direct gains to the disaster-stricken nation and its public sectors
(Klein, 2007; Schuller and Morales, 2012). Through the lens of disaster
capitalism, the disaster could function to create opportunities for profiteering
and privatization that benefit elite business, politician and other stakeholder

while retrenching government intervention (Klein, 2007; Perez and Cannella,

2011). This neoliberal agenda is further bolstered by recovery policies and
efforts that emphasize the values of individual responsibility, self-sufficiency,

based on self-interest and be free from the intervention of the state (Fletcher,

2010; Olssen. 1996), while classic liberalism puts forward concepts like free
market as conditions that perpetuate capitalism. Neoliberalism believes the

state’s role is to facilitate an economic market-place “by providing the
conditions, laws and institutions necessary for its operation (Olssen. 1996;
Martinez and Gracia. 2000). In the other words, neoliberalism is a new art of

government which use the concept of “governing without governing” means that
the state claims to refrain from regulating individuals while only intervene by
creating regulations to provide proper condition for economic expansion.

Therefore, neoliberalism covers wide range of strategies and policies to

fertilize the market-driven orientation. It begins by creating and maintaining

stabilization through providing employment and growth, international financial
and donor institutions advocate for establishing profitable enterprises,

privatization of key sectors and services, marketization and deregulation. Often,

in order to pursue new sources of income, they prefer the short-term project for
immediate payoff (Gunewardena & Schuller, 2008). The key aspects of neoliberal

agenda include:

1.3.3.1. Privatization
Privatization of public services could be drawn from significant increase of

funding stream toward private entities. For example, privatization of public

school in aftermath Hurricane Katrina, New Orleans attracts major concern and

critique from scholars. Saltman (2007) explains how neoliberalism has

pervasively infiltrated with radical implication, remaking educational practical
judgment and forwarding the privatization and deregulation program. He
19

mentioned about the danger of eradicating the role of democratic participation

and public schools in preparing public democratic citizens with intellectual and
critical tools for meaningful and participatory self-governance. Privatization of
the educational system is also eluded to by Atasay & Delevan (2012, p. 15) in

Haiti, yet they take an entirely different approach, as neoliberalism
solutioneering both fail and remain logical.

"Neoliberalism is a claim whose practices re-creates or maintains some
version of a public (though destined for a continual process of
privatization) as a means of spreading its logics in spite of the material
failures of its promises. For neoliberalism to secondarily dismantle and
profit from – or raze, metaphorically – public space and the labor of the
public, it appears to need primarily to expand or maintain – raise – a

state focused on public welfare, almost always including public primary
education"
Privatization after disaster also comes with the rise of private authority

(Padya, 2006; Pyles, 2009) in post-disaster recovery. It is mainly caused by cash-

strapped or weak states in response to tragedy. Therefore, the presence of

powerful private authorities replaces the state function to provide aids, security
and another services. For example, in the sense of aid distribution where
coordination between the public and private spheres is temporally strained,
states are not the sole proprietors of authority over citizens. Under such
condition, government (national and local) may have little resource or even

absent to support and provide aids for victim. Rather, private actors serve

important epistemic and legitimation function to replace state function. Recent
research in Chile following 2010 Maule earthquake had similar characterized on

how state gradually withdraw its function while replaced by large presence of
private sector (Sandoval, 2010). After earthquake and tsunami hit Chile, one of

the largest forestry company ARAUCO, developed community support activities
during emergency and built temporary shelter that later led them to work on

reconstruction projects. This company funded major plan on reconstruction
without community participation during the formulation process and lack of
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involvement and coordination with local authorities. Therefore, by running

reconstruction project, they situated themselves as beneficiaries of government
contracts to provide reconstruction supplies.

The rise of private authority not only occurred when state function is shifted

to private company but also a possibility for NGOs to take a role on welfare

provision (Pandya, 2006). NGOs have become agenda setters for especially to

operate issues around human rights and environments area. When Asia Tsunami
destroyed Aceh in 2004, new contestation of authority arose in the wake of large

international NGO presence. After the disaster struck, the UN, NOGs and

multilateral agencies collected more than a half of total aids for reconstruction

projects. Most of the big NGOs taking part of reconstruction process while set a

minimum participation of local authority in decision-making.

Concerning privatization shift the early purpose of humanitarian principle to

market center to maintain and collecting profit (Padya, 2006). Gotham (2008;

2012) examines how the privatization of emergency management services and
policy constitutes a new regulatory project in which the state's role has shifted

away from providing aid to disaster victims and toward the management and
coordination of services delivered by private contractors. Privatization is
altering the face of social provision of disaster mainly because of the role of

private firms involved in delivering aid to governments and communities. As the
consequences is an increase-funding stream of public institution toward private
entities.

1.3.3.2. Deregulation
The term of deregulation means reconfiguring the state so as to extend the
frontiers of privatization and marketization. The state in its various forms
becomes more a ‘market manager’ and less a ‘provider’ to the citizenry or to

‘special interests’ therein: it intervenes for the market economy, not, as it were,

in it (Castree, 2010).

For example, after the great East Japan Earthquake, the

fishing rights that had benefited and protected local communities for over 400

years have been deregulated to allow private firms to obtain common fishing
rights. It is claimed to help restore the damaged local economy and solve
21

longstanding structural problems such as declining catches and unit prices,

declining numbers of fishermen, and depopulating fishing communities.
However, this assumption is never been proved, local fishermen could not

compete with the private firms and gradually lowering their productivity

(Murakami et all, 2014).

Another research on deregulation of fishing community displacement from

buffer zone is intended to clear the target’s land for large hotels and resorts and
promote tourism in Sri Lanka after the tsunami 2004 (Gunaderwana, 2008).

International hotel such as Sheraton, Hyatt, Banyan Tree and Aman properties
have been allowed to rebuild without hindrance. However, tens of thousands of
displacement coastal residents have been pressured to relocate away from their

original place along with new policy to prevent house rebuilding seventy-five

meters inland by fishing communities. It is followed by another policy to
prioritizing the tourism sector that has been stated by the Ministry of Tourism as

“to rebuild Sri Lanka as a world- class tourism sector” (Sri Lanka board of
investment 2003).

1.3.3.3. Liberalization
Liberalization imposed by mainly multilateral institutions such as the IMF

and World Bank as a conditional to be aid recipients. In return for debt

rescheduling, indebted countries were required to implement institutional
reforms, such as cuts in welfare expenditures, more flexible labor market laws,

and privatization (Harvey, 2005). For example, high role of foreign interference
in Haiti (Dupuy, 2010), in return for military and economic aid, Haiti turns into a

supplier of the cheapest labor and export-assembly industry and largest
importer of US food in Caribbean Basin. These outcomes were achieved through

series of structural adjustment policies keeping wages low, dismantled all
obstacles to free trade, removed tariffs and quantitative restrictions on imports,
offered tax incentives to the manufacturing industries on their profits and

exports, privatized public enterprises, reduced public-sector employment, and
curbed social spending to reduce fiscal deficits.
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1.3.4. The Nature of Neoliberalism
As the consequent on promotion of neoliberalism after the disaster
through the globe could implied a pattern of rising economic, social inequality
which increased the marginalization for certain groups (Klein, 2007).

In

responses to disasters, governments often clamor to quickly reduce risk, rebuild
communities and restore physical infrastructure. Neoliberalism often come in
the form of redevelopment solution that not only shapes political and economy

but also social and cultural aspect. In order to fit into neoliberalism, some
policies may increase long-term vulnerability – massive relocation of affected

population and result in social, economic and environmental problems that
threaten the well-being of some communities. Reconstruction has progressed

with little attention to pre-existent development regulations, land-use policies or
the social impacts of resettling people, often unwillingly, kilometers away from
their home community (Ingram et al., 2006; Timms, 2011; Sandoval, 2010).

Moreover, redevelopment process in post-disaster setting initiates a process of
gentrification in which wealthier communities and the tourism industry benefite
from rapid expansion while fishing communities are marginalized from littoral

area. Concerning forced displacement and gentrification, some communities will
not foresee any other livelihood options except for coastal zone (Ingram et al.
2006). Other studies (Cohen, 2011; William, 2006), mentioned about the

emergence of a new form of exploitation by powerful forces by putting their

property and livelihood in jeopardy. In reconstruction plans, local people often

exposed by group of opportunities who seek to use the post-disaster confusion
to grab their lands, or to conspiratorial planning by the authorities to remove

them from their land on false pretenses. Local people not only physically

harmed, but also victimized by aggressive disaster capitalist projects in the
destabilized aftermath of a major disaster.

However, disaster capitalism is not merely give negative consequences,

for Stinglitz in his book Globalization and discontents (2003), disaster capitalism
is also part of the cure. Disaster capitalism could be a neutral term – neither good
nor bad, depend on the use of sustainable approach.
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“Globalization itself is neither good nor bad. It has the power to do
enormous good and for the countries of East Asia, who have
embraces globalization under their own term, at their own pace, it
has been an enormous benefit, in spite of the setback of the 1997
crisis. But in much of the world it has not brought comparable
benefits. For many, it seems closer to an unmitigated disaster” (p.
20)

According to D'Amico (2008), the claims against neoliberalism and market

processes in the wake of natural disaster are often overstated. In the responses
to disaster, neoliberalism agenda and market-based incentives could mitigate the

effects of natural disasters by facilitate quick and reliable building. Neoliberalism
and market processes are robust and resilient mechanisms at the task of
distribution goods and services after disaster, which un-replicable by central

planning or government service. Market also a part of people's culture and
identity as real people are part of the market and markets are integral parts of
real cities and real communities (ibid, 2008, p. 15)
Conclusion

I use the concept of disaster capitalism by Klein (2007) to identify the

transformation of Lampulo after the tsunami in 2004. Disaster capitalism covers
three constitute elements: First, the instrumental use of catastrophes as window

of opportunity for neoliberal policy agendas. The disaster is used to seize the

opportunity to implement decision without debate, infiltrate certain agendas or
promote neoliberal policies through conditionalities. Second, to promote

neoliberalism policies and practices such as privatization (concentrate wealth

even more in a few hands), deregulation (reduce government’s regulation) and
liberalization. Third, the nature of neoliberalism that is covered both positive
and negative impact for local people. Using this three constitute elements of

disaster capitalism, I elaborate the transformation of Lampulo and its implication
for coastal communities.
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CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
2.1. Ethnographic Methodology

To come to a closer understanding of Lampulo transformation through

disaster capitalism of reconstruction process in the aftermath of tsunami 2004,

this research uses the ethnographic approach. Ethnography "involves the

researcher participating, overtly or covertly, in people's daily lives for an extended
period of time, watching what happens, listening to what is said, and/or asking
questions through informal and formal interviews, collecting document and
artifacts – in fact gathering whatever data are available to throw light on the
issues that are the emerging focus of inquiry" (Hammersley and Atkinson, 2007, p.

3). The data for this research was collected between August and November 2016
during the fieldwork in Lampulo, Aceh. Most of the research was conducted by

interview and participant observation around Lampulo Fishing Port, traditional
coffee shop, old fishing shelter and government offices. The research carried out

and recorded 22 unstructured interviews with 8 fishers, 6 UPTD (Local

government) officers, 2 Syahbandar representatives and 2 Panglima Laot. In

order to enhance validation of the data gathered through interviews, this
research triangulates the methodology using observation method and secondary
data.

a. Observation
Observation enhances the interpretation of the data collection during

interviews. I tried to understand reality and perspective through informant’s
eyes by talking to members of fishing community, traditional organization called
Panglima Laot and Syahbandar (harbor master) office. The materials were

mainly obtained from their working place, living places or traditional coffee

shop. I had the opportunity to observe their daily fishing activities especially in
fish market system around Lampulo fishing port. Some informants were
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interviewed in their work places (Lampulo fishing port) and some specific events

such as netting, repairing boats, cleaning or selling the catches. While other
informants were interviewed in traditional coffee shop close to fishing port
where they spent most of their spare time drinking coffee. When I observed,

informal interview was carried to all informants. Not all the interviews were
recorded, but I took extensive field note during and after the conversation.

By observing fishing community and interviewing local authority, I expect to

understand the history of redevelopment, the process of recovery and the type of
transformation had happened in Gampong Lampulo. More specifically, the

dynamic of local people’s life after the tsunami, when the reconstruction
introduced a new system replacing the old structure.
b. Unstructured or in-depth interview

Unstructured interviews have very little structure and flexible. This type of

interview is quite similar to a conversation which encourage a meaningful
answer using informants’ own perspective, knowledge and feeling. It start with a

limited number of topics and framed successive questions according to
informants’ response. It helps researcher to cover great details of the

phenomenon and informants’ worldview. The relationship is a very important to
determine the quality of interview. It also provides a more relaxed atmosphere
which mostly used in ethnographic research.

The unstructured interview was carried out for UPTD officers, Syahbandar

representatives, panglima Laot and fishermen. I conducted a total of 22
unstructured interviews with different stakeholders in order to collect diverse

opinions. All the interviews were conducted in Bahasa Indonesia and no
compensation was offered to any interviewees.
c. Secondary data

To collect data, I used the secondary data to support the description of the

transformation of Gampong Lampulo. The secondary data is the data that have
been already collected and recorded by someone else and readily available from

other source such as newspapers, official statistics, administrative records,
books, online portal, magazine or journal (Hox and Boije, 201?). The early phase
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of the research was started with an explorative approach: to find the secondary

data as to describe the transformation in Lampulo including the demography
data of Lampulo’s population, blueprint of Lampulo fishing port development

and statistic data related to fishing vessel, fish production, or fish price and
master plan of reconstruction in Lampulo and local and regional newspaper.
2.2.

Ethnographic frictions

Several circumstances influenced my choice on why the research selected

Gampong Lampulo as the study case. First, for the safety reason. For almost three
decades, Aceh had been a military operation zone where the separatist group

GAM claimed that the city was an independent sultanate prior to the Dutch
aggression. An estimated 15,000 were killed and most casualties were civilians.
Although this separatist group only was a small group but the movement could

draw bigger supporters. GAM, which was formed in 1967, continued to threat

the integrity of Unitary State of Republic of Indonesia (NKRI). GAM exploited
ethnic issues, for instance by stating that the government was “Javanese
colonialism” while it rises tension between Acehnese and central government. It
is influence the stereotype of people who come from Jakarta including myself as the arrogant Java.

Second, the obvious transformation of Gampong Lampulo after the

tsunami. Lampulo was transforming from small fishermen village to the center of
fishing industry. It is not only experience the physically transforming, but also
politically transforming. People could obviously see the new infrastructures
including the port, new roads or bridges. In addition, the transformation of

Gampong Lampulo could also be drawn by how artisanal fisheries was being

replaced by commercial activities within less than 5 years.

Third, for practical reason. Since Gampong Lampulo is closed from Banda

Aceh, transportation and accommodation are easy to access. Local public
transportation is labi – labi (minibus) and becak (motorbike taxi) – available
from - to Gampong Lampulo. Accommodation is quite easy to find either

homestay or hotel around Banda Aceh. Not to mention easier access to provincial
government and Panglima Laot (fishermen organization).
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This thesis reflects classic cultural anthropological studies – a study of

daily life in the present. It is not focused on the historical event, and however

historical explanation is necessary at times to understand the present. For
example, I briefly describe prior the tsunami condition only to show some

changes to explain the transformation after the disaster. Moreover, some
informant’s stories often concerned the past even after 12 years of the tsunami.
Even though some of them were reluctant to share the personal story as to try to

bury the most hurtful event – I focus on their daily experiences to recover after

12 years of the tsunami 2004 happened.

During my field work, I tried to immerse with local people by wearing

headscarf and long dress or long shirt & trouser. It is forbidden for woman
(Muslim and non-Muslim) to uncover their hair and wear short-tight clothes.

This rule is applied for everyone in Aceh without exception. Not only an

obligation to wear headscarf, but also the restriction to forbid woman and man
are together in one room unless they married. It is counted as adultery or zina
and shall be given a serious punishment. The sharia police sees themselves as

the protector that are responsible for monitoring the implementation of sharia

law by frequently raid over streets, cafes, beaches, etc looking for anyone who
are breaking the law. During my field work, it was very difficult for me to
approach fishermen directly without giving them the wrong impression. They
looked at me suspiciously every time I tried to have the conversation.

I visited Lampulo fishing port every morning and “Taufiq” traditional

coffee shop in the afternoon. I managed to have several short interviews with
group of fishermen in both places. I hardly had conversation with fishermen -

carefully to not violate the sharia law. Here below, I describe my daily experience
during my field work in both places.

2.3. Lampulo Fishing Port – a day in the life

It was in mid-August when I visited Lampulo Fishing port for the first

time. It was around 7 o’clock in the morning; the new fishing port was crowded
with fishermen, fish traders, local buyers, fishmongers and tourism who
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stranded around fish market. I saw a commercial fishing boat just landed close to
dock preparing to unload the fish. Before the boat completely anchored near the

wharf, the crowd rushed to collect fish from the boat. A few people jumped into
the boat and started to transfer fish to the market hall. Another man came from a

boat talked to – I assumed – a fish trader discussing about fish price while

measuring the total fish production using bamboo baskets. One of them handed
over money and shook hands, which indicated a successful agreement over fish
price. Most of fish captured were sold to this fish trader while the rest was
offered to local buyers.

I saw a man (I assumed a fish trader) separated fish based on its size and

species. It seemed like big tuna, grouper, and lobsters were the most favorite.

They put the best fish on white boxes full of ice and immediate transported to

the fish warehouse. The rest of it was directly sold to local buyers in the port. A

man approached the fish trader and whispered for two minutes. Later, two
baskets full of tuna were taken from the first trader to another fish trader. They

put those two fish baskets on a pedicab which driven by a middle aged man

nervously kept the balance of the huge basket of fish

After a while, I saw one crew of that boat loading two small baskets full of

fish helped by a middle aged woman who rushed to put her mat and a weigher in
front of the market hall. I followed and watched them closely. They looked at me
and smiled, asked if I want to buy fish or lobster from them. I smiled back and
replied “no, I am just looking around”. They asked me questions for about 20

minutes while serving other buyers. In less than two hours, the two baskets of

fish was successfully sold, except for a few broken tuna. When they repacked
their equipment, I invited them to have breakfast with me. Near the market hall,

there was a small stall served coffee and snack. But they preferred to only drink

coffee because they were in hurry to get back to the boat. I asked him about his
job and his morning activities. He told me that he is a crew member in one of the

big boats and the middle aged women is his wife who usually works as a fish
carrier in the morning and makes fishing nets in the afternoon. When I asked

him about the fish that he sold before, he told me that during the fishing period
(usually took 15 days) every fisherman was allowed to bring their own fishing
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gear. Therefore, even though they worked for the bigger boat, they managed to
also catch their own fish. When a good fishing season came, they would manage

to catch around 2 medium baskets or more and usually sell the best quality fish
to traders or the local market. He said that by catching his own fish, he would
have more income for his family.

When we finished with our coffee, he walked back to the boat while I

decided to look around again since the port was still filled with people before
noon. Children brawled, fisherman chatted and trader actively moved around the
market hall and parking area. The growing crowd was a churning mass of sound,

color, and chaos from a distance. The scene looked somewhere between a riot

and a party. I smelled the scent of fresh fish mix with salty ocean breeze. I walked

to the west side of port, where a group of young man (around 20-30) was

resting, sleeping, and talking to each other. We talked about 10 minutes and they
told me that it was already a week since their last expedition and cautiously

awaited a call from their captain. They basically were jobless at that moment but
still always come to fishing port in the morning.

Around 9.30 in the morning, the fishing port seemed less crowded than

before. Some people started to repacking their fish while a few buyers still
bargained over price. A man around 35 called out in long tones “cakalanggggg –
cuma dua puluh ribuu” (Skipjack, only Rp 20 K) for his last deal today. Some

people also shouted “ikan campurrrrr –lima belas ribu” (mixed fish, Rp 15 K) or
“kepitingg – tiga puluh ribu” (crab only Rp 30 K) desperately attracting a last
buyer.

Around 10 o’clock, most fishing trade activities was done, some people

were resting and talking to each other while the rest went home with black
plastic bags full of fish. The port began to look clean, only the floor was wet
because they flush water to clean the floor. I saw a man with a brown cowboy hat

and an old worn out slippers, was carrying small yellow fin tuna without bag,
presumably to take home for dinner. Then I continued to walk until the north
side of port. I saw a big warehouse named “PT Jaya Bahari” surrounded by high

blue-white fence. Two pedicabs and a small truck were parked in front of the
building and I saw a group of women carried white boxes from it to that factory.
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2.4. The coffee shop

It was a chill afternoon around 2 pm, I parked my motorcycle in front of

the traditional coffee shop named “warung kopi taufik”. This was my third time,
visiting this coffee shop since I came to Aceh. This coffee shop is located around 1
kilometer from the port and is very popular among fishermen or generally

people around Banda Aceh. Here, a dozen men were sitting in the terrace and

more of them sat inside the coffee shop. I saw two women drinking coffee and
eating snack while talking to each other. From their appearances, they looked
like local tourists who want to taste local coffee and snack. I walked slowly to an

empty table and most of them gazed at me with the strange looks. This only

lasted for 20 seconds before they continued to talk, smoke, and chatted again. In

spite of the fact that this was my third time visiting this coffee shop, I was still
uncomfortable with the situation. I ordered “kopi susu and kue lapis” while
waiting for my informant. I sat quietly and tried to overhear some conversation

from the two tables beside me. The oldest man from my left side complained

about the fewer fish he had caught for past couple months and how hard it was

to captured fish near the port. The other men agreed with him and replied with a

story about a broken net. On my right side, I heard someone discuss about the

provincial election that would be held next year (2017). He argued over one
candidate (one of the candidate were an ex militant GAM (separatist group)) that
according to him, would give more hope to their village.

Fifteen minutes later, my phone rang for a couple of times, and a text from

my informant said that he just arrived to the coffee shop. Two middle-aged men

came and awkwardly greeted me. I introduced myself and explained my reasons

to contact him. He brought his friend who works in the department of agriculture

for Aceh province. It was understandable because local custom prohibits men
and women (who are not related or married) to sit together in “private” place.
They asked me some questions before we started to discuss his activities as a

fishermen and Panglima Laot. When I took a book from my bag, his friend asked
me “kenapa perempuan muda seperti kamu berani datang ke aceh? apa kamu
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tidak takut?” (why is a young woman like you brave enough to come here? Aren’t
you scared?). It took me by surprise at first, but I positively answered that

conflict was finished and Aceh is relatively safe since both GAM (Aceh separatist
movement) and Indonesian government reach a peace agreement in 2005.

We discussed so many things related to fishing industry after the tsunami

happened. But during our conversation, two man came and joined our table. One
of them is a friend of my informant who worked as a crew member for PT x’s

boat. He came from Meulaboh (north part of Aceh) to work as fishermen in
Lampulo. He asked me where I come from, and suddenly one of them looked

upset when I told them that I am from Jakarta. One man stared at me and told me

that he despised people from the capital city. He complained about uneven

development and how the central government only “stole” Aceh’s natural
resources. Probably because I looked uncomfortable of such situation, he told me
not to worry, because he only wanted to share his opinion. He said only because
of the tsunami we (Acehnese) signed the peace agreement.

My informant invited me to meet her daughter and invited me to come to

his “gudang” (small warehouse). He told me to give him a call or come to this
coffee shop around 10.00 – 15.00 o’clock if I wanted to see his activities or had
dinner with his family. He told me that most Acehnese usually spend most of

their time in coffee shop to socialize. Spending most of time in coffee shop is one
their tradition. Also he gave me an advice, “it’s much easier to approach people
when they are having coffee in warung kopi (coffee shop). People will talk
enthusiastic and open to answer my question”.
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CHAPTER III
PROFILE OF THE STUDY AREA
3.1.

Study Area

The study area is located in Gampong Lampulo, a subdistrict of Banda

Aceh (fig 2). Lampulo is part Kuta Alam subdistrict of Banda Aceh and known as

a fishing village. The name of Lampulo comes from old characters “Lam” as
drowning and “Pulo” as island. Lampulo is an area that is directly adjacent to the
sea and usually flooded by Krueng River.

Fig.2. Map of Gampong Lampulo. Source: bappeda.bandaacehkota.go.id)
Gampong Lampulo was one of many districts heavily damaged by the

2004 Tsunami. Most of the houses, buildings, and other infrastructure including

documents with detail records were destroyed by the big wave. More than 80%

of Gampong Lampulo buildings were destroyed and the most of the coastal
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communities were swept away. Precise information such as monthly matrices on

population, birth, deaths, marriages, education level and occupation prior to the

tsunami remains uncertain. An estimated of 6.000 people who lived in Lampulo

before the tsunami, only 1.500 survived the event. More than half of the total

victims were female (precise numbers were not available). The present
population (December 2015) shows 5.325 people, with 2809 males and 2516

females officially registered. Approximately 60% of the present population are
newcomers from other districts within Aceh and North Sumatera (closest
province) while the rest are original Lampulo population. According to the

Lampulo chief secretary, 70% of the total population before the tsunami were
fishermen before dropping to 60% in 2015. However, official occupation records

in 2010 indicated: 35% fishermen, 25% students, 15% trader, 15% government
officer, 6% worker, 3% handyman/carpenter and 1% military and police.

According to the district official report on Lampulo in 2011, the total

length of damaged roads after the tsunami were 19.561 m; at present 64% of this

amount has been successfully repaired and to the rest is in progress. Drainage
and clean water pipes mostly broken with its total about of 15.035 m and 12.500

m respectively; 40% and 83% had now been renovated. One elementary school

and kindergarten was successfully rebuilt with the better construction and
facilities including a bigger park, mosque, computer lab and auditorium. Close to

this school, an Islamic boarding school (Pondok Pesantren Islam) has been built.

The government offices have been reconstructed including the seat of local

government, local department of fisheries and marine (Unit Pelayanan Teknis
Daerah (UPTD), fishing port, fishing hall, police district office, water police office,

community health centre (Puskesmas), flood control office and the tsunami
monument (a boat landed on the roof).
3.1.1. Pre tsunami condition

Marine fisheries in Gampong Lampulo were dominated by small scale and

traditional. According to the department of fisheries database, the total
provincial fish capture in 2003 was more than 134.000 tonnes, with a value of Rp
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863 billion or US$86 million or 3 percent of the provincial gross product

(Janssen, 2005). Marine fisheries are the main industry and predominantly
comprised on small scale fishermen. Marine fishers are categorized into artisanal
and commercial fishers. Precise data of total fisherman who worked around
Lampulo prior the tsunami is unavailable. However, according to local chief

secretary about 70% of the people who lived in Lampulo were fisherman. Most
of them worked as marine fishermen and a small portion managed farm ponds

for fishing. For marine fishermen, an estimated around 60% were artisanal

which means most of their catch went to household consumption and a small
portion usually went to the local market. The rest worked for commercial boats
which mostly filled regional demand and local market.

Before the tsunami, Lampulo had fishing shelter (Fig. 3) that was located

in approximately 1 km from government center of Banda Aceh. It was only a

place for fish landing and a local market hall that was located close to the capital
of Aceh province. This shelter was a type C port (small port fish landing) and
funded by local government.

No

Facilities

Basic facilities

Volume/unit

1

Land

3 ha

3

Wharf

75 m2

2
4

Periphery Fencing
Functional facilities

unit

1

Fish auction/market place

428 m2

3

Packing house

720 m2

2
4
5
1

Gas station

360 m

Dock/slipway

Fish processing
Ice plan

Support facilities

10 GT
3 unit

10 GT/day

UPTD (regional technical implementation unit of 216 m2

35

2
3
4
5

the Aceh marine and fisheries agency) office
Syahbandar office

36 m2

Fishermen kiosks

4 unit

Place for pray

Fishers meeting house

25 m2
240 m2

(Table 1. the facilities of fishing shelter before the tsunami. Source: Syahbandar,
2016)

(Fig 3. old fishing shelter after the tsunami)
This fishing shelter accommodated small boats usually up to 2 to 10 GT

yet sometimes larger. The activity in this Fishing shelter covered (un)loading

activities and local fish trading. For the regional trade, they supplied fish either
for or from Medan. Most of the fish catch was sold fresh to local market including

the immediate market or in larger city such as Banda Aceh and Medan (the
closest province). Only a very few portion was exported dependiing on the

quality and species to neighboring countries such as Malaysia and Singapore

through Medan. The fish trade was exclusively controlled by teuke (middleman)

who had long – established trading channels from Aceh – Medan and Malaysia or

Singapore. Not only the raw fish business, but also processed, salted and dried
were dominated by Medan (Janssen, 2005)

Close to the fishing shelter there were the local department of fisheries

and Marine (Unit Pelayanan Teknis Daerah (UPTD) office. Only one UPTD’s officer
was used to record fishing log at the landing site. UPTD was also responsible for
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collecting tax from fishing boats for every landed fish. The number of tax was

depended on the size of boats. UPTD had the authority to issue fishing license for
boats below 30 GT. For boats with bigger size (> 30 GT) were handled by the

ministry of marine of maritime affair and fisheries in Jakarta. Moreover, when

martial law was declared in 2003, the role of the Indonesian navy was very

significant in the fisheries sector. Fishermen should had permits before sailed to

sea and were obligated to report to the military post. Often, they had to leave
their identity card and pay for a registration fee.

A half km from the fishing shelter, I found a Panglima Laot’s (commander

of the sea) office. Panglima Laot is a traditional organization for fishing and

coastal management and it already exist long before the tsunami happened.

Panglima Laot is supported with strong legitimacy among local community at the

coastal area. The title of panglima Laot is also given to a man who is believed to

have broad knowledge and experience as fishermen. Panglima Laot is elected
among the community in the immediate area. They are responsible for
controlling fishing activities such as regulating fishing and days at sea; as well as
to settle social conflict and dispute among fisherman.

Near to the fishing shelter, there were several small fish processing

companies. CV Triartika by fam and Tuah Bahari were the biggest processing fish
company. Most of the factories and warehouses were heavily damaged by the
tsunami but some of them are still operating until now.
No Company Name

Line of business

Land Area (m2)

2

Other Tuna and Fillets

675

1

CV Triartika by Fam

3

UD. Sofyan

4
5
6
7

CV Tuah Bahari

CV. Citra Ikan NUsantara
UD. Rahmat Nelayan
UD. Dua Rakan

Mawardi 7 Son

Processing

Fresh Fish Export

Sea Product Trading

Sea Product Business
Sea product Trading

Sea Product Trading

1.421
90
45
45
45
90
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(Table 2. The fish industries in Lampulo fishing shelter before the tsunami 2004.
Source: adapted from various sources)
3.1.2. Post tsunami

According to local chief secretary (sekretaris geuchik), from 6000

inhabitants only 1600 survived from the tsunami. It is estimated more than 60%

of the total working aged population (aged between 15 to 64) are fishermen.

However, only 35% are officially recorded because some of them are part-time
fishers and newcomer fishermen. more than a half of total fishermen voluntarily

migrated to Lampulo from other districts or provinces, looking for new source of
livelihood.

The tsunami 2004 triggered an unprecedented response and generosity

from domestic and international communities. Reconstruction efforts aimed to

“build a better Aceh and focus on fisheries and agricultural sector. An estimated
60% percent boats and fishing gear were lost to the tsunami and 70% of fishing
infrastructure including the fishing hall, fishing landing places and the fish

market including small scale traditional boat building facilities were severely

affected. To support fishing livelihood, thousands of new boats were given to the
fishermen community to replace the damaged ones. The support also included a

bigger fishing port, restoring marine habitat and training sustainable fishing for
fishermen community.

However, long before the tsunami, there was a plan to replace the fish

shelter in Lampulo, which would be upgraded to bigger fishing port (Type B).

The location was proposed in Lampulo Baru, a few hundred meters downstream

from the fish shelter. However, due to insufficient funds, they needed to

postpone this until they found investors to support the plan. After the tsunami
crashed most of coastal area, numerous donors offered the financial support

through BRR to rebuild public infrastructure including the fishing port. The
international, regional and government aids were the main financial sources. It

took several years to finish the first phase of the Lampulo port and now it is still
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developing become one of biggest port in Sumatera. At the end of 2015, vice

president Jusuf Kalla officially launched Lampulo Port eventhough it starts
operating since 2014.

Lampulo Fishing Port (Fig. 4) is located in Banda Aceh city under the

regional technical implementation unit of the Aceh marine and fisheries agency
(UPTD). Lampulo International Fishing port is strategically located to face the

fishing ground of Malacca strait, with an area 62 ha and classified as a type A
(Ocean Fisheries Port). Lampulo will be prepared to become world class

integrated fishing port. The activities will include not only for loading and

unloading services, but also preparing potential renting lands to fisheries
investors and providing multiple services for fisheries activity. In addition, the
port supports the management and utilization of the fish resources from preproduction, production, processing to marketing which is carried out in one
fishing business.

The Lampulo fishing port project will be completed in three development

phases. A short term development (2008-2015) aimed to anticipated the urgent

problems such as to providing the adequate fishing port facilities. According to

the progress report of Aceh international fishing port from 2010, the concerns
including:

1. Built a fishing port facilities that can be proceed in stages and was
sustainable as well as endeavour the utilization appropriately

2. Encourage private investment rate in the direction of industrialization
with efforts to provide convenience to the employer

3. Form a facility management system develop other fishing port facilities by
conducting more intensive coordination with the relevant parties.

4. To make harmonious relationship with employers and related agencies in

an effort to coordinate and synchronize the implementation of port
operation

Target to be achieved from the short term construction and development are:

1. To increase the income of fishers and their families through the provision
and improvement of fishing port service
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2. To improve domestic marketing and export to fisheries commodities
through the slogan “quantity, price, quality time and place”

3. To accommodate labour in particular family of fishermen thought the
building and development of fisheries.

(Fig 4: the blue print of Lampulo fishing port. source: UPTD)
Fishing port’s facilities that have been developed are:
No

Facilities

Volume/unit

1

Land

62 ha

Wharf

80 m2

2
3
4
5
1
2

Basic facilities
Periphery Fencing
Water break (a,b,c,d)
Gas station

Functional facilities

Fish auction/market place
Entrance gate

1.000 m
3.117 m
2 unit

800 m2
2 unit
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3
4
5

Fishing industry area
Packing house

18 unit

Water tank

150 KL

Fish processing
Quality control lab

3 unit

Training center
1
2
3
4
5

Support facilities

UPTD (regional technical implementation unit of
the Aceh marine and fisheries agency) office
Syahbandar office

36 m2

Ice factory

50 GT/day

Place for pray

Fishermen Kiosks

400 m2
10 unit

(Table 3. The facilities of Lampulo Fishing port. Source: UPTD 2016))

(Fig 5. The new Lampulo fishing port)

Several fisheries industries could be found near fishing ports. Some of this
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industry is vertically integrated from fish production, processing and trading.

They have their own docking station, fishing boats/vessels and fish processing

equipment. Other companies are only involved either in processing and export

or both activities. The largest fishing industries are owned by private companies
and joint ventures with the state.

Some fisheries industries in Lampulo port are shown in the table below:
No Company Name

Line of business

2

Other Tuna and Fillets

1

CV Triartika by Fam

3

UD. Sofyan

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

CV Tuah Bahari
CV Mega Usaha

UD. Rahmat Nelayan

Processing

Fresh Fish Export
Ice factory

Sea Product Business

Yayasan Pangkai Meureuneo Fishing industry
Aneuk Nelayan
Mawardi 7 Son

PT Nagata Prima Tuna

PT Toba Surimi Industries
PT Tuah Putra Persada

PT Delicious Lobster Indonesia

Sea Product Trading

Fresh Tuna Export and Processing
Docking and processing
Business area

PT Medan Tropical Canning & Fish Processing and cold storage
Frozen Industry
PT TSI me

Lampulo Jaya Bahari

Fresh tuna and octopus export

Fish processing and fish canning

(Table 4. The fishing industry in Lampulo port in 2016. Sources: modified from
various sources)

The second phase of Lampulo fishing port development (2015-2020) is

still in progress; it intends first, to improve some facilitates for optimum
capacity. Second, it will strengthen industrialization in the working region of the

fishing port by conducting an integrated business diversification with

agribusiness and agro industry perspective. Third, it will complete the set of
operational system and the development of fishing ports. Forth, it will foster a
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harmonious relationship with employers and related agencies through the
improving service to fisheries business as well as the coordination and

synchronization of the activities comprehensively and integrated. The last phase

of fishing port development is anticipated for 2020 to 2030. It will emphasis
modern fishing industry and modern port operational system based on the
application of science and technology.

The first phase of the fishing Lampulo port was funded by BRR (the

agency for reconstruction and rehabilitation) and central government. BRR is a

coordinating agency responsible to manage aids for reconstruction and
rehabilitation. Most aid flows to BRR and they were responsible to distribute

funds to restore livelihood and strengthen communities after the disaster
happened. After first phase completed in 2015, the provincial government

prepared for submission to continue fishing port construction from different
international financial institution.
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CHAPTER IV
TRANSFORMATION OF LAMPULO FISHING INDUSTRY
“(the tsunami) has helped us in some way to put Lampulo on the map”
-

Head of UPTD

In this chapter, I explain the transformation of Lampulo fishing industry

that was framed from the on-set ambitious transformative agendas advocated by

a wide range of stakeholders – each for their own reasons. I focus on the
“opportunity for change” by instrumental use of the tsunami 2004 to promote

and empower neoliberalism and followed by the massive make-over goal

“building back better” as the slogan for reconstruction efforts in Aceh. Next, I
explain about the expansion of fishing industry separated by two sub chapters:

pre-tsunami and the emergence of new fishing industry. The pre-tsunami

describes the condition of fishing industry in Lampulo before the tsunami
happened while the emergence of new fishing industry identifies the
transformation of fishing industry. Most of the information were collected not
only through observation and interview with stakeholders such as Syahbandar,

UPTD and Panglima Laot but also newspaper and other primary data from
Lampulo Port database.
4.1.

Disaster as opportunity: Lampulo Fishing Port

The disaster has long been posited as “window of opportunity” for change

in various dimension. As Klein (2007) explained in her book “The Shock

Doctrine” - after the disaster first come the shock of the original disaster and
next come the “economic shock therapy” as window of opportunity opened up by
the first shock to push through the new industry. The tsunami 2004, provided an

opportunity – a clean slate – for Gampong Lampulo to be transformed into the

center of fishing industry. It is becoming increasingly common for post-disaster
reconstruction processes carried out by the international humanitarian
community to be explicitly framed as opportunities to enact change to ‘build
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back better’ (Daly et all. 2015). In the following months after the tsunami, there

was an unprecedented flow of aid donations, and the mobilization and creation
of numerous of aid organizations. This became one of the largest and most

globalized post-disaster reconstruction efforts in history. More than 7 billion
USD of aid was provided for Aceh, an amount that exceeded the total cost of
damage.

The response in Aceh was initially complicated because the massive

amount of relief from around the world made the reconstruction of Aceh a highly
international affair. In response to the chaotic situation, in April 2005 the

Indonesian government established the Badan Rehabilitasi dan Rekonstruksi
(BRR), a special organization for the coordination of all agencies and donors in

Aceh (and Nias). The main mission of BRR is to restore livelihoods and
strengthening communities in Aceh and Nias by overseeing a coordinated,
community driven reconstruction and development program (ADB, 2007). In
theory, all aid donors and project implementers were required to submit

proposals, concept or design for approval to be followed by regular progress

reports. However, in practice every aid donor proposed highly varied aid
landscape with different approaches for each project. Therefore, because of the
convergence of mass of every different donors and lack of strong centralized
control created opportunity for different stakeholders to push their goals of what
Aceh become today (Daly et all. 2015).

While far from perfect, BRR was

established to coordinate project finance by donors and other organization and

to implement rehabilitation and reconstruction project of Indonesian
government – provided central oversight of the reconstruction process (ADB,

2007).

The massive amount of funding contributes mostly to reconstruction

efforts as referred by Mosel and Levine (2014) as linking relief, rehabilitation,
and development (LRRD). Underlying the concept of LRRD has seen a gradual
conflation of post-disaster humanitarian work, reconstruction, and longer-term

development initiatives. The initial aims of relief and reconstruction efforts were

simply immediate physical relief of victims, reduction of social dislocation or
reparation of physical infrastructure. However, since the total of aid fund
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required for immediate relief exceeded, it became the opportunity to “building
back better”. The opportunity to expand fishing industry as well as become

economic tool for recovery are incorporated with aid relief as tool to advance the

neoliberal’s policy objective. When the tsunami happened, BRR that is
responsible to collect aid relief from domestic and international donor in which

provides financial security to reconstruct damaged area in Aceh. As fishing

industry prior the tsunami strapped by the limited fund to expand the business –
only aid relief can support the industry to develop. As mentioned by Aliman – In

2002, the provincial government made a plan to build bigger fishing port but
encountered the financial problem.

“not that I want the tsunami happened here, but without it (the
tsunami), we might not have the new port to support fishing industry
here. Before the tsunami happened, we had a plan to build fishing port
but financially inadequate. it stayed on the paper for 3 years. Not that
we did not ask, let’s say we were not the priority back then. After the
tsunami hit Aceh, we received massive fund from both national and
international donors. Later, we built bigger port to support fishing
industry in Lampulo” (Aliman, UPTD, 2016)

Another conversation with Aliman as head of UPTD explained about the

role of the tsunami 2004 in transformation Lampulo as the center of fishing
industry:

“(the tsunami) has helped us in some way to put Lampulo on the
map. In the past, we were only small fisher village with small fishing
shelter. But look what we become today, we have bigger port and
market with more player (Aliman. UPTD, 2015)

The quote above gives an impression on how disaster can be perceived as

opportunities in the wake of tsunami. Disaster somehow could remake fishing

industry even better than before. The tsunami 2004 offered Gampong Lampulo
opportunity as become the centre of fishing industry in Aceh. Eventhough

fisheries sector was the main industry long prior the tsunami, but it was the

disaster that created the opportunity to “build back better” fishing industry. The

opportunity to establish commercial fishing industry take development to the
new direction.
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All the quotes are coming from government representatives, emphasizing

the unique opportunity that is provided by the disaster. As illustrated before, the

disaster could be perceived as the opportunity to remake Lampulo as the even
better centre for the fishing industry.
4.2.

The Expansion of the Fishing Industry in Lampulo

While Lampulo is currently the centre of fishing industry in Aceh, the

industry had not played an important role prior the tsunami. In the aftermath of

tsunami 2004, one of the fastest growing industry in Lampulo is fishing industry
which become one of the biggest fish supplier in Indonesia. It is started from the

initial strategy of economic recovery after the tsunami to promote the fishing

industry in Lampulo. The government trying to maximize the full potency of
Lampulo fishing industry as stated by Zaini Abdullah as Aceh governor. He
invites entrepreneurs to invest their money in the fisheries sector and support
them by simplify bureaucracy or revise regulation. As the Lampulo fishing
industry is now open for business, the roles of investors become significantly

important since they cannot fully depend on the Indonesia budget (APBN) and
local government budget (APBD). As mentioned by Abdullah,

“we have a huge potency of the fisheries potency is approximately
Rp 1,8 million/year, but we only managed 10% of it. We can do
better than this. Therefore, the synergy between the government
and investors are needed to support fishing industry in Lampulo”
(antaranews.com, 2015)

“we believe, our economic recovery will expand faster than expected
through fisheries sector. I put my hope in Lampulo, Simeuleu, Pulau
Banyak and Aceh east port. We have huge potency for Tuna and
Mackerel fish as our leading export, however, we still have homework
the insufficient cold storage and fish processing industry. Therefore, we
invite the investors to trust their money in this industry”
(antaranews.com, 2015)

The expansion of fishing industry in Lampulo are described as 85% of

operations based out in port and most of the fishing fleets in Lampulo port

consist approximately 80% commercial fishing vessels from 11 GT until > 100
GT while the rest are artisanal boats (non-motorized and inboard machine)
ranging from less than 5 GT until 10 GT. Most of the commercial fleet use purse
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seiners and the rest are utilized baited hooks to catch fish. The main fishing
commodity is tuna, yellowfin tuna and octopus.

The Lampulo fishing port facilitates around 14 fish processing companies

that can process around 200 tons/week of raw fish into cans, loins or other

product of export. Some of these companies are integrated from capturing (have
own commercial boats), processing (own processing companies) to marketing.

some other companies might only have commercial boats or fish processing
factory. Some of this companies are considerately big and could employ more

than 100 people in processing factory and fishing boats. Not to mention service

providers such as transporter, security or other technical services. Total
transaction per day in the fishing port could reach up to 650 million with 4900
work forces (aceh.tribunnews.com, 2014; bisnis.liputan6.com, 2016). An
estimation around 70 percent of the Lampulo population depends on the fishing
industry.

The fishing industry in Lampulo significantly contributes to Aceh

provincial revenues. Data from UPTD stated that Lampulo port contributed

about 51% from total of the Aceh revenues in 2014. A year before (2013), an
estimate 53% of total provincial revenue came from the Lampulo fishing port

and it became the highest contribution between 2010 and 2014. In general, the

port was slightly fluctuated but significantly contribute to Aceh’s provincial

revenue. Therefore, the fishing industry plays very significant role in Aceh
economic activities. To describe transformation of the Lampulo fishing industry,
I explain the condition of fisheries sector prior the tsunami 2004 and compared

it to the current condition of fishing industry in Gampong Lampulo.

4.2.1. Fishing industry prior the tsunami
Indonesia’s fishing port are classified into four types, namely type A as the

ocean fishing port, type B as the Archipelagic fishing port, type C as the coastal

fishing port and type D as the fish landing center. The Lampulo fishing shelter

was categorized as type C (Coastal fishing harbor), funded and run by the
provincial government. The UPTD was responsible for the Lampulo fishing

shelter prior the tsunami. As I mentioned before, Lampulo fishing shelter had
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very limited facilities and infrastructure to support fishing activities. Within 3 ha

of land, it had small market hall and dock which was capable of daily harboring

50 fishing vessel from 5 GT to 30 GT. About seven small companies/business

units occupied a small part of fishing shelter with tenant status. Most of these

business units involved in fish processing and cold storage. Only 2 small ice

plants with limited supplies hardly sufficient for fish preservation. The exact

number of total fishermen and boats prior the tsunami is untraceable because it
is mostly wiped or damaged when the tsunami 2004 happened. However,

according to Deni a UPTD officer - Lampulo fishing shelter was dominated by
small boats under 15 GT and almost 80% of total boats were heavily damaged.

Quality control and hygienic standard for fish product were questioned

because it was lack of regulation and control. They commonly used formalin
instead of ice to preserve fish and it could be applied at sea or after landed.

Formalin mostly used by Teuke (middleman) because it was cheaper than ice.

Lampulo fishing shelter also struggled with the hygienic problem not only in
processing stage but also in capturing and transporting process. It did not have

quality control laboratory to prevent this issue nor adequate channels for
regulation or providing information at that time.

Fish contributes substantially to local food supply and source of local

income. Almost 70 percent of local people depended on fish production either
marine or aquaculture production. Most of the trade was handled by toke
(middlemen) who mainly the cater to local fresh fish. It was not only place for

(un)loading fish but also concrete auction or market space and an area for
aggregating consignments fish or shrimp for transport to the larger urban
markets. Most of the trade was handled by toke bangku (middlemen) who
mainly the cater to local fresh fish.

The marine fisheries in Gampong Lampulo supplied the immediate local

market or to domestic market especially Medan. An estimated 60% of fish were

exported through Medan and neighboring countries such as Malaysia and
Singapore came from Aceh. Mostly, raw fish with a high quality were transported
and processed through Medan before exported to some countries. Typically,

species like tuna, mackerel, skipjack, triggerfish, and shark are mostly entering
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the regional market. The export fish and shrimp (especially big tuna) processing
industry were centered in Medan, North Sumatra. Medan is currently one of the

largest fishing port in Indonesia with 15 big companies and 35 medium sized
companies registered for export. In other words, Medan was the main gate of
domestic and international market for Lampulo fishing industry. The export was

handled exclusively by trader in Medan, who have long-established marketing
channels with neighboring countries and have direct transport links both
through Medan’s international airport and Belawan port. (Jansen, 2005).

Prior to the tsunami, Aceh did not have sufficient infrastructures to

support fishing industry especially in export commodities. An estimated 60% of

total fish commodities through Medan came from Aceh. Medan became the
biggest market and dominated fish capture from Aceh at that time.
4.2.2. New fishing industry in Lampulo
Twelve years after the tsunami 2004, the tremendous progress has been

achieved in the transformation of Lampulo as the fishing center industry in Aceh.

Total US$7 of aid relief was generated for damaged area to support recovery

process after the tsunami. The estimated losses to fisheries were around 70 %

including losses to both private and public property. These losses associated
with fisheries including fishing shelter, Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries

(MMAF) assets, aquacultures, boats, gears, and production were estimated
around Rp 4,752 billion, of which 80% was attributed to losses in fishing
production (FAO. 2007). Most of the buildings, public facilities or even

environment were badly damaged or totally destroyed. However, the Lampulo

fishing shelter was seriously damaged but still operated for several weeks after
the tsunami.

Around 2005 – 2014 before the new Lampulo fishing port was finished,

most of fishing activities were carried out in the former fishing shelter. However,
in 2007 there was a plan to rebuild new fishing port close from to the fishing

shelter. Therefore, between 2008 and 2015 the Indonesia government and the

agency of rehabilitation and reconstruction (BRR) was working on Lampulo
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fishing port master plan. It was also part of the strategy to recover coastal
community economy by re-build- the better Lampulo fishing port. By rebuilding
the better port, it is expected to stimulate economic productivity through market
expansion of fishing industry.

According to Syahbandar database in 2010-2015, in the average total of

boats were slightly increase every year from 324 units to 386 units respectively.
However, the pattern was different depend on the size of boats. A total of

relatively bigger boats (30 Gt until >100 Gt) were increased every year, but boats
with smaller size were decreased (less than 5 Gt-30 Gt) from 2010 - 2015

respectively (Syahbandar. 20016). Around 10 boats are capacitated more than

100 GT just has been operating from 2016. Based on this statistic, several

patterns need to be highlighted are: first, the total size of bigger boats were

increased over the years but the smaller size gradually decreased. Second, most

of the boats higher than 30 GT were the commercial boat and owned by the

company; on the other hand, boats less than 30 GT are owned by individual or

partly owned by an individual or company. Third, over the years Lampulo fishing

port progressively are being dominated by commercial boats for commercial
activities.
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Fig 6. Total boats per size from 2010 – 2016. Source: Syahbandar

Data from department fisheries and marine Aceh government shows that

fish production landed in Lampulo port was increased over the years. In average,

fish production was increased slightly from 6827531 kg in 2011 to 6823158 kg

per month in 2012. However, this pattern was followed by fish price, there was

increased slightly of fish price from around Rp 8.5 million in 2010 to Rp 8.8

million per month in 2011. Later in 2015, both fish production and price were

peaked at around 1.2 million kg and Rp 15 million respectively. Since the fishing
port phase 1 completed, the capability to accommodate fisheries activity are
bigger than before.
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Fig 7. Lampulo fish production from 2011 – 2016. Source: Department Fisheries
and Marine

Fig 8. Lampulo fish price from 2010-2015. Source: department fisheries and
marine. 2006
However, most small scale fishermen argued that despite the fish price

and production were considered higher than before, it did not guarantee their
income would be higher too. One informant described how hard to catch fish

close to the port using the traditional boat. Other informant stated other reason
why the increment of fish price was not affected his income, was because of the
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inflation. If inflation rise, the operational cost would simultaneously increase too,
therefore it push the fish price even higher.

“it is difficult! Fish are decreasing every year! I should go far from
the shore to find small volumes of fish! Often, we captured half from
total fish we get before the tsunami. Then traded it to market or
teuke with small amount of money” (Munawir, fisherman, 2016)

“there were no differences for me. Prior the tsunami, an average fish
price per kilo was Rp 5 k – 7 k for tuna. Yesterday, I sold Rp 18 k -20
k per kilo. But I felt there was no difference. Before the tsunami,
operational boat cost and the living cost was not this high. I was
survived with only Rp 50 k per week. Gasoline and bait price was
cheaper too. But today, I spend Rp 20 K per day only for coffee and
cigarettes. So, eventhough the fish price higher than before the
tsunami, I felt no different” (Arif, fisherman, 2016)”

Following the new fisheries development strategy, the port not only

supplies domestic but also international market. Lampulo port provides raw fish

and private company that handles fish processing. An estimate 57% of total
export commodities was Tuna and 23% was Yellow Fin Tuna in 2014

respectively. To meet the requirement of international standard, some
certificates should be acquired to prove guarantee fish production.

Tuna

Fig 9. The percentage of total export commodities in Lampulo: source: PPS
LAmpulo

Tuna

Yellow Fin
Octopus

Other fish

Following the recovery strategy after the tsunami, fisheries development

policies have been increasingly influenced by the priorities of attracting foreign

or domestic investment or export-oriented economy. About 30% of Lampulo
fishing port’s area served as the business centre that are rented to big fish
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processing cooperation or ice plant factories. Around 50% of the port’s area are
ponds fish but it is not functioned at the moment. In second phase port

development (2015-2020), all the pond fish area will be transformed into

industrialized area that will be integrated from fish production, processing and
trading. On the other words, Lampulo fishing port is designed to be the center of
fishing industry and opened to investment.
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CHAPTER V
NEOLIBERALISM FISHERIES SECTOR IN GAMPUNG LAMPULO
“a lot of people could catch fish but only a few can properly market them”
Head of Panglima Laot, 2016

This chapter describes the promotion of fishing industry as a major

economic recovery after the tsunami in 2004.

It starts by describing how

neoliberal policies and practices influence the post reconstruction goals. Given
the most obvious neoliberalism agenda that affected the post reconstruction

goals in Lampulo, I divide into two sections that evaluate: 1) the privatization by
the big business, 2) the regulation of fisheries policies.
5.1. Neoliberal Hegemony

The publication of Klein’s book has highlighted a notion of how post

reconstruction has been used to implement neoliberal policies to reshape
previous systems to new market-oriented approaches. According to Harvey

(2005, p. 3), neoliberalism supports “values market exchange as an ethic in itself,
capable of acting as guide to all human action, and substituting for all previously”.

He emphasizes that the idea of maximising the reach of market transactions will
extend the social good. State intervention should be kept to minimum, however

it shall encourage the proper functioning of market. The government simply has

the role to maintain, restore and strengthen a new power of economic elites. The

discourse of neoliberal reform aims to penetrate capitalism policies into political
and social institutions as well as into cultural consciousness.

In the mainstream development perspective, economic growth is

assumed to foster human development. It includes a perception of fisheries as

having an indirect contribution to human development through the financial

profit it generates. Therefore, in Lampulo the fisheries have been pushed

towards maximizing the production of commodities supported by regulations to
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achieve this goal. In the aftermath of tsunami 2004, the government of Indonesia

has been preparing the Lampulo fishing port to be a world class integrated fish
port and a centre of fishing industry in Indonesia. These goals are influenced by a

neoliberal approach to reshape the reconstruction scheme after the tsunami.

These goals are bound-up with a hegemonic process of neoliberalization that
could be drawn from how the government defends the new reach and depth of
capital’s interest by promoting privatisation and substantial change of some
regulation and policies for market expansion.

5.1.1. Deregulation of fisheries policies

In this sub chapter, I explain government discourse with the trend toward

retreat of governmental intervention in economic affairs while maintaining
governmental support for the economy through regulation. It means that the
government have less intervention but substantially adds or changes regulation

in order to create proper condition for market expansion. In the Lampulo fishing
industry, the regulations aim to support modern fishing practices and have the

potential to replace previous systems. In other words, this regulation is the

government’s tool to maximize the full potential of the fisheries sector through

commodification and commercialization.

After the tsunami, the government has supported new regulations to

maximize fish production as part of efforts to expand toward a potentially large

fishing industry as well as their economic recovery. To maximize the fishing

industry in Lampulo, Aceh governor Zaini Abdullah stated his commitment on
revising regulation to support the fishing industry as follow:

and

“I welcome investors who want to invest their money in the fisheries
sector, because I believe it has a great potency to boost our
economic power in the future. Foreign and domestic investor are
welcome, and to accelerate the realization of investments in Aceh,
we offer you help in the form of fiscal and non-fiscal. For examples,
we not only facilitate investor (fiscal) by giving a free tax or access
to lease the land for 5 years including other free retribution, but
also we will guarantee the security of your investment. It is also
important to revise our regulation for investor to trust their money
in this industry” (antaranews.com. 2014)
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“…Every regulation that could hamper the investment rate – should
be revised to enhance the rate of investment. So, I proud of investors
in Lampulo port and I hope everything will run well as expected”
(antaranews.com. 2014)
Drawing from above the quotes, the government uses regulation as a legal

devise to accelerate investments rates, but are often rather favouring big

business rather than fishermen’s need. An example is the decrease of trade or

investment barrier to gain mutually benefits for both government and investors.
Based on above quotes, the government prepares the best services to allow

foreign participation for business involvement. The Lampulo fishing industry is

open for business and the government is welcoming foreign investors to build
fish companies or factories. The government replaces the policies that strictly
forbid foreign investors to participate in the fish industry. However, according to

Aliman (the head of UPTD), there are some conditions that need to filled such as
the investor(s) should collaborate with local business and require 50% or more
Acehnese ownership. Also, the company should hire more than 70% of the local

work forces from the total employee. However, it is no secret that the Acehnese

partnerships are, in many cases, so called “fronting” where the Acehnese partner
only is a strawman.

“the government never wants foreign investors before. They could
not invest directly to our fish. Before the tsunami, we had PT Tuah
Bahari as the biggest processing fish company at that time. As we
all know, it did belong to “China-Medan” but they use Mr. X (the
name is hidden) (which is the local old fishermen) on the paper to
get the permit of their business. Well, not only foreign - domestic
investor also had a similar problem at that time. However, the
situation is different now. We are open for business. We make sure
that they also contribute to our economic growth as well.”
(Sumaryono, UPTD, 2016)
“yes, by welcoming investor to trust their money in this industry
helps our economic growth. Of course they not only take our fish,
but also employ our people. You see, when they build the fish
processing company, most of the employer should be Acehnese. it is
better than stay at home or “warung kopi” and do nothing”
(Sumaryono, UPTD, 2016)
The new regulation intends to increase economic gains through
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commercialization and investment. The regulation is created to protect private

interest by securing proper conditions for economically driven expansion, while
neglecting the needs of small fishers.

Deregulation of foreign investment policies is followed by the new form of

authority – Syahbandar. MMAF and DKP are the main policy making bodies for

fisheries and are responsible for the promotion, development and management

of the fisheries sector. They enforce and implement regulations, laws and

projects while UPTD is used to implement the regulation in the local context.
After the tsunami, Syahbandar is given an explicit mandate to be responsible for

commercial activities, safety and security, and release fishing and boat licenses.

Since the existing institutions are considered unable to cope with new priorities,
the new institution is added. In 2015, Syahbandar is appointed as the harbour

master of the fishing port, which has the authority to carry out the certain
functions. Syahbandar could be seen as the appearance of the new form of

knowledge and power that best is understood as a transition of the former
authority.

“(pre tsunami) Lampulo was only a small fishing shelter, we had
only small size of boats less than 10 GT. One or two officers used to
come in the morning to record of boats arrival and departure in
fishing port. we also collected tax upon every boats that was landed
around fishing shelter. But, we did not have authority to issue
certain licence or certificate. Most of them was handled by
provincial government or directly to central government in Jakarta”
(Sumaryono, UPTD, 2016)

The existing institution needs the new form of authority as an extra

support to achieve optimum economic performance. Since the main priority

changed from artisanal fishing to modern fishing practice, Syahbandar is

assigned to be responsible for every commercial activity and keep the port safe
and secure.

“it was only UPTD who work around fishing shelter before the
tsunami. Since 2015, we are the official harbour master – work as
government representation here. Lampulo port is expected to
compete with Belawan or Bengkalis port. Since this is a promising
industry, more and more investors come and trust their money to
build business here. The priorities are changed, we are bigger now,
we need more resources. (Toni, Syahbandar, 2016)
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“the situation was different back to pre-tsunami. License, approval,
security and safety and ect was scattered to different departments.
But after Syahbandar is appointed, it is integrated more. Most of the
fishing activities are managed by us (Syahbandar). For example,
before the tsunami, port clearance (surat persetujuan berlayar) and
the sailing license was issued by UPTD and monitoring fishing
activities was handled by (Indonesian) Navy. But since 2015,
Syahbandar taking responsible for almost everything” (Toni,
Syahbandar, 2016)

5.1.2. Privatization by big business

Privatization by the big business signifies the increase level of private

allocation of and control over fish resources. It involves new processes of

marketization, commodification, reshaping access rights to reach fish recourses,

corporations and creating mechanism for the monetary exchange or transfer of

fishing rights (Carothers and Chamber, 2012). However, in this sub-chapter, I

focus on commodification and marketization of fish production as it is targeted
as a developed realm to increase economic growth after the tsunami.

Processes of commodification and marketization could empower massive

wealth transfer support accumulation by dispossession that had been explained
by Harvey (2005). Small scale fishermen consider are alienated from fish

resources through the process of commodification and marketization. As a

result, only elite business gains monopoly power through fish commodification.
This common practice is based on a capital-centric logic of rewarding those who

have invested financially, rather than with their labor.

After the tsunami, the government applies new regulation which can

create a type of privatized exclusive right by generating catch license SHTI

(sertifikasi hasil tangkapan ikan). Since 2015, one of the requirement of fish

export commodity is SHTI. The purpose of SHTI implementation is to support
trade activities of fish and fisheries products which can be exported directly or

indirectly to international market. Without SHTI, fish and fisheries products

could not be exported to especially the EU and the USA in particular. SHTI assure

fish quality by providing the traceability of fish production from capturing,
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processing, transporting to the marketing phase. Traceability requires fish and
fishery products in the supply chain to be adequately labelled or attached with

relevant documents which clarify its origin. SHTI contains details of the boat, fish
species, country of origin, weight of catch etc. Furthermore, SHTI guarantee not
only the quality of fish production but also to prevent illegal, unreported and

unregulated fishing (IUU). SHTI is set up to design a market driven incentives for
sustainable fisheries.

However, the implementation of SHTI is responded to differently by the

small fishers. It is hard to get access to SHTI because it requires a lot of money.

The certification only helps the big industry to sell the fish products abroad. Also,

SHTI should be supported by fish equipment, ice for fish preservation, proper
boats and reasonable capital to meet with the criteria of SHTI.

“it is very difficult for us to have catch certificate. Can you imagine
how many times we need to travel to Jakarta only to have catch
certificate? Not to mention how much money is needed to get the
certificate?” (Rahmad, fishermen, 2016)

In 2012, I vaguely remember, the government gives us training about
SHTI. Yes, they trained us to handle fish with certain condition; keep
the fish clean, put it on the ice box, use the glove and everything. Yes, I
know it was meant good, but it was not suitable for us. As you see, we
cannot treat the fish better than our self, right? Hahaha. What the
point then? (Arief, Fishermen, 2016)
SHTI facilitates the concentration of wealth into fewer and fewer hands

and will lead to the flow of capital away from small scale fishermen. SHTI only

generates profit to elite business by providing the way to expand internationally,
while the small fishers cannot compete with it. The concept of SHTI originally

verifies the sustainability of commodity product in the effort to attract and
materially benefit from buyers as well as injecting the new forms of exclusive
“monopoly” market rights.
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CHAPTER VI
THE BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES oF FISHING INDUSTRY IN
LAMPULO
In this chapter I explain how the transformation of Gampung Lampulo

generates the benefits and challenges for small scale fisherman. The goal of this

chapter is to present both pros and cons of this quick transformation at the local
community level. To collect data for this chapter, I mostly use data interviewed
from fishermen and my personal observation. Several key informants were

interviewed from various background including fisherman, fish mongers, teukes
(bangku and bot), Panglima and laot.

6.1. The Emergence of Commercial Activities

Long before the tsunami happened, fishing has been a traditional activity

for the coastal community in Gampung Lampulo. Fishing is an integral part of

local culture where the catch is mainly for consumption in one’s own household.

Prior to the tsunami, Lampulo only had small fishing shelter and small market

hall. It only accommodated small boats usually less than 10 GT. The majority of

fisherman were defined as small scale fisheries, also known as traditional or
artisanal fisheries. This traditional fishery uses relatively small amounts of
capital and equipment. The boat can be mechanised, motorised or nonmotorised (powered by wind speed). It is usually operating for one to five days

fishing trips around coastal water. It fulfils the demand for domestic (Banda
Aceh and Medan – closest province) and local (traditional) market.

The majority of traditional fishers in Aceh are poor, earning on average is

less than US$ 1 per day. Their livelihoods are embedded in the social structure of

capturing and marketing fish, which is dominated by small scale fisheries. The

social structure has made them structurally poor because of several reasons.

First, limited access to technology, education, information and credit. Second,
high dependence on fisheries resources. Third, lack of skill in diversification of
livelihood (Ardiansyah, 2007). Furthermore, they are also politically poor,
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because they are not involved fully in the decision-making process. More

specifically, what happened after the tsunami is that most of the fisheries’ assets
and coastal livelihood were wiped out – which made them even more vulnerable.

However, after the tsunami happened in 2004, the reconstruction

dramatically changed Gampong Lampulo as a centre of fishing industry. Most of

the aid reliefs aimed to improve infrastructure, assist for housing as well as other

relief assistance to revive the livelihoods of affected people. The biggest project

in Lampulo was to rebuild the fishing port and after the first phase completed in

2015, Lampulo had been developed from a small fishing village to one of the
fastest growing cities in Aceh.

The condition of fishing industry in Lampulo significantly changed in the

aftermath of the tsunami, as an increasing amount of investors started to join
this industry. Because of the high investments associated with industrial fishery,

only companies with a huge amount of financial capital could enter the sector. In

most cases, most of processing companies and commercial boats are owned by

foreign capital. The largest tuna processing company, PT Lampulo Jaya Bahari
has dominated the total processing capacity in Lampulo at this moment. In 2014,

three more fish processing companies and ice storage factories are going signed

new business contracts. An estimated 1200 laborers are needed to work in this
sector (aceh.tribunnews.com, 2014)

The commercial fishing uses considerably modernized technologies

which are incrementally bigger in scale than previous modes and it tends to be a

profit-oriented fishing. The scale is also greater and reflects the volume and

values of the catch. It is able to catch a large quantity of fish catch. Recently, most
of the companies extended the area of fishing traps to maximize the catch. These

commercial fishing recognizes no constraints, only expanding the global trade of
fish commodity. Due to the increased number of investors over the years, the
export of certain fish out of Lampulo increased significantly.

However, the impact of the expansion of commercial activities in Lampulo

is not merely perceived positive, as indicated through the responses by small
fishermen. They have the feeling that the government only helps the elites to

protect their businesses while neglecting their needs of small scale fishermen.
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The recovery efforts only focus on physical infrastructure rather than human
development.

“where the money (aid relief) go? Of course, we have better
facilities than before. But they only interest in physical
infrastructure. Does it help us? not much! Let me explain to you.
We have new port… big… nice…, but do this port helps our income
increase? No! they increase the taxes! fish price that goes up and
down! Teuke have all our fish! Hmmm you see over there, the big
boats… we compete with that things. How can we compete with
that?” (Rahmad, fisherman, 2016)

Some fishers claimed that operational fishing costs, maintenance

expenses, and other administration fee are way too expensive compared to their
profits. Next to the expenses, some of them also described how hard it is to catch

fish from coastal water since they start competing with commercial boats. They

claimed the fish catch is considerably low compare to the past, as its either
depleted or overexploit. They highlighted the uneven competition between
traditional boats and commercial boats.

“in the past, we went fishing only a day per week and the money was
sufficient to live for a week. But recently, we need to work several
days a week and the money only last by the end of the week. We sail
further to catch the same weight of fish as we have before the
tsunami” (Miswardi, fisherman, 2016)

The recovery efforts should aim to restore local’s people livelihood and

support their economic growth, however, in reality, it also creates problems. The

commercial fishing generates substantial benefits mostly for the investors or
middle or upper level producers, but less benefit to fishers or coastal
communities. The small fishers are highly vulnerable to the conditions such as
high taxes, fluctuated income and etc.

The number of commercial boats has gradually increased in the last 5

years while artisanal boats declined sharply over the years. The commercial

boats are owned by fish companies who operate independently or integrally
start from the capturing, processing and marketing phases. They usually hire
small fishers to work for them. It usually sails for 20-25 days per month and are

guided by the lunar calendar. The boats sized 30 GT usually have at least 10
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people and are organized based on a clear hierarchy from pawang (captain),
engineer and other workers. The distribution of profit will be explained in a later

the paragraph. The work conditions carry high physical risk for workers. For

example, they have no safety gear, proper tool, a weak boat construction and
work over hours - up to 19 hours per day without enough sleeping or resting.

Some workers are categorized as children under 18-years-old. Despite the fact
that the risk of work is higher, most of small fishers are still interested to work
for commercial boats. The total income is slightly increased; the income for

artisanal fishing average is varied between Rp 3,500,000 to Rp 3,700,000 per
month while those who work for commercial boats earn Rp 4,000.000 and Rp
4,500,000 per month.

Due to the differences in income, most of small fishers prefer to work for

the commercial boat. While Lampulo emerged as one of the main actors in

fishing industry, more fishermen are attracted by the prospect of more economic

mobility. Some people began to move to Lampulo in order to search for new

opportunities. Most of them work for commercial boats, fishmongers, fish

processing companies or ice factories. Some of fishers are willing to leave their
own boat to work on commercial boat. In other words, instead of creating new
job opportunities, it is actually just a shift in employment.

“I used to work alone or with my relative. we had this small boat
capacitated around 5 GT. We used to catch fish in coastal water for
about 1-2 days before sailed back to the island. But after tsunami,
our boat was severely damaged and we don’t have enough money to
replace it. In 2007, we finally received boat from donor, but the
quality was bad. Then we decide to work for bigger boat but we
hope this is just temporary. The small boat (around 2 GT) price is
(*sigh) too high, as much as a new car. How can I afford it?”
(Musawir, fisherman, 2016)

However,

fishing processing companies have

created new

job

opportunities such as labor forces who work for the businesses and other job

such as maintenance jobs, jobs selling and transporting fish, cleaning service and
etc. As the result, the migratory movement toward Gampong Lampulo was

increasing since the past 5 years and mainly stimulated by the economic

opportunity of fishing commercial activities. Therefore, the transformation of
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Lampulo could direct and indirectly create job opportunities for local people.
6.2. The distribution of benefits

This sub - chapter investigates how the benefits are distributed amongst

small fishers and big players. An unequal distribution of benefits between local

and international markets for fish commodities is noticed. Despite the fact that
Lampulo contributes to the global and domestic market, the local fishers and the

coastal community gain the least of it.

Despite its small-scale nature, the fishery sectors in Aceh is directly linked

to the interests of the bigger businesses a variety of complex capital input
pattern. Those who provide financial capital are generally referred as teuke
(boss) with a clear distinction between teuke bot and teuke bangku. A common

practice in market structure is the teuke (middleman) who are involved directly
from in the later stages of the marketing-processing fish chain but also through

credit-link. It means that the concern of teuke starts from buying, transporting
and selling of already caught and/or processed fish. Teuke are also involved with
providing capital to small scale fishermen. As the consequence, fishermen

heavily rely on credit ties from teuke. Tauke primarily supplies finance for fishing
and post-harvest operations. There are two different taukes, first tauke bot as the

owner of boats and tauke bangku as the big trader who provides loans for the
operational costs such as food, fuel or fish equipment. Teuke plays an important

role in the fishing capture and market system. The business relation between

teuke and fishermen is based solely on the viability and continuity of supply and
demand trends. Teuke get the assurance of steady availability of fish production
from the fishermen who borrowed capital from them.

The socio-economic layered structure of sharing the profits in fish

catching has slightly changed. Small fishermen who work for larger boat (10 GT –

30 GT) have the least share in profits, followed by a social hierarchy that has

been divided into several layers. The highest level is teuke bot who fully or
partially owned the boat. Sometimes, they lend the boat to a captain (pawang) or

financialize operational fishing cost. Teuke bot can either actively involve with
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daily fishing operation or don’t interfere much. The second layer is captain
(pawang) who hold command authority in the boat. The lowest level is the crews

(small fishers) who have the least bargaining position in the social hierarchy.

Financial arrangements of profit sharing vary depend on each agreement.

On average, the teuke bot takes about 50-60 percent cut of the profit, of which he
gives a 15-20 percent cut to the captain who runs the boat. Only 30-25% of the
total profit would be shared to the crews for 5 - 8 people. Thus, on average, one

crew member only recieves around 6 – 4 % of total profit. In case the tauke
bangku takes care of the operating costs, he is also entitled to a profit share

(interest) of 8-12 percent from total operating cost (loan). Often, small fisher are

also obligated to sell their fish as a moral force to teuke bangku in return of
financial support (Fig 10).

Operational fee

Hierarchies of
fishing capture
Boat owner
Pawang (captain)

8-12% for Teuke
Bangku

Crews (5-8 people)

Fig 10. Distribution of profit in commercial boat

Catching sharing
system

50-60% fish
production for boat

15-20% for Pawang
(captain)

30-25% for crew (58 people)

Prior to the tsunami, in the marketing stage, fishermen were closely

affiliated with teuke bangku in many way, particularly related to financial capital

and product sales. Teuke bangku played the dominant role to mainly supply fish

to local or domestic market. They were “trader-financiers” who provided the

loan to fishermen in return for assured supplies of fish either at “fixed price” or
more widely at a price lower than the price in the open market. In other words,

teuke bangku is a moneylender who traditionally procced fish trade and mostly
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set the fish price in return for financial support. Credit was meant to strengthen

the relation between trader and fishermen and it was a moral force to obligate

fishermen to sell their fish production to “loyal trade”. As a consequence, they
sold products exclusively to “loyal” teuke bangku.

Fish trade mechanism

fishers
Domestic and local
market

Teuke Bangku

(Fig 11. The distribution of profit in marketing stage prior the tsunami)

The relation between fishermen and teuke bangku is illustrated in Fig 11,

fishermen came to the teuke bangku directly to borrow money. This money was

used for operational cost, allocated for purchasing of baits or gasoline, repaired
fishing equipment or paid household expenses. The loan was done without any
collateral agreement and with minimal or even without documentations. In

return, fishermen pledged to sell their products exclusively to teuke bangku.

Often, teuke bangku did not set the duration of repaying debt and even the
amount of loan repayment but the average of loan interest was 8-12% from the

total loan. The fish production that was bought from fishermen was considered

as cash paid immediately back to the teuke bangku.

The role of teuke is essential in describing a credit-link to small scale

fishermen in Lampulo where subordination and marginalization are present. The
credit link between them involves negative dependencies. Small scale fishers are

not only depended on skill or their competencies but also on luck. A bad fishing

season can directly lead to indebtedness for small scale fishermen, which can

result in a loss or selling of assets. This relation can be mutually beneficial at the
same time contribute to bigger risk. In additional because small scale fishermen
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have limited access to obtaining credit, the presence of teuke can be very
essential. Consequently, unequal opportunities exist in the market chain because
most of the small scale fisherman are generally less well provided with credit or
capital. They even have to delay payment to fishermen until they have sold the

fish themselves or most of them sell or share their fish captured to teuke with

high interest. The relationship between teuke bangku and fishermen in the long
term tend to evolve into the monopolistic trade at the local level.

After quick-changes transformation of the fishing industry, the structure

of the fish marketing system is changed. It is also supported by the fact that
greater demand of fish or fisheries products in wider markets are escalating. An

increase in the number of fish processing companies is linked to the price

competition with teuke bangku. It generates the competition to gain access of fish

production between teuke and big fish company. The teuke bangku generally still

plays the important role in chain marketing system but the opportunity to sell

fish production directly to companies are fairly open. Recently, fish processing

companies opened direct links to fishermen with a fair price.

“they (fish companies) give you a better price than teuke. If teuke
pays Rp 25 k per kg fish, they will pay me around Rp. 30 k per kilo.
But of course it’s only for best quality fish like tuna or skipjack. Still,
it is the best deal I have” (Miswardi, interviewed)
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Fish trade mechanism
fishers
Fish Companies

Teuke Bangku

International market

Domestic and local
marketing market

(Table 12: the distribution of profit in marketing stages after the tsunami)
After fish processing companies are established, it generates competition in the

fish marketing system. Teuke are not the only supplier who has “exclusively”

possession or control over the supply of fish from small fishers. As the result,
fishers gain fairly price from the competition between fish processing company
and teuke.

In sum, the transformation of Gampong Lampulo into the center of fishing

industry has affected local people’s live both negatively and positively. it is

played an important role in providing job opportunities, increasing incomes for
hundreds of fishers and coastal communities and generating competition of fish

price with teuke. However, it is important to mention that with a limited time
and sources, I had to rely on 6 keys informants.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
As I propose in this research, the famous assertion of Klein (2007) a

disaster capitalism is used to identify the drastic transformation in Gampong

Lampulo since the tsunami 2004. It starts with instrumentality of the tsunami

that is explicitly seen as the best breeding grounds and opportunities to
transform former economic system into neoliberal hegemony. The tsunami was

used to slip the market-oriented agenda using the stamp of “building back
better”

while

reshaping

the

existing

system.

After

the

tremendous

transformation, Lampulo fishing port becomes one of the biggest fish supplier in

Indonesia and contributes to 3,25% of total GNP in 2014. With high number of

“modernized” fishing boats and total of fish production, Lampulo is transforming

from small fishing village to the center of fishing industry in Sumatera. As many

believes, the tsunami helps them in some ways to put Lampulo on the bigger
map.

Second, the neoliberal policies influence the redevelopment goal of Aceh

after the tsunami through deregulation and privatization of fisheries sector.
Deregulation of fisheries policies are indicated by the retreat of the government

power while maintaining and protecting economic power through regulation.

The government of Aceh has committed to revise the existing policies to boost
the investment rate in this sector. The government replaced the policies that
strictly forbid foreign investors and redesigned Aceh to open for business.

However, deregulation often end up in the favor of big business while neglected

small fisher’s needs. Second, privatization through commodification and

marketization of fish and fisheries product. Since 2015, for export commodity

should obtain SHTI (sertifikat hasil tangkapan ikan) to guarantee the quality of

the fish by providing traceability of fish product from capturing to marketing
phase. However, SHTI cannot be accessed financially by the small fishers while

lead the concentration of fish commodities into less hand and flow capital away
from small fishers.
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Third, the benefits and harms of the transformation of Lampulo fishing

port for fisher’s communities. One of the main changes is the the emergence of

commercial activities which contribute to provide job opportunities while at the
same time push small fishers away from fish resources. Despite the fact that

Lampulo port contributes on boarder market, the fishers gain the least of the

profit. There is dramatically unequal distribution of benefit amongst small
fishers and big players. In fish trade mechanism, teuke plays dominant role to
control fish supply in Lampulo by provide the capital for small fishers. Because of

the credit-link relation, most of small fishers are “obligated” to sell their fish to

teuke for repaying the credit back. The credit link relation between teuke and

small fishers. However, after fish processing companies are established, it brakes

the exclusively possession or control of the fish supplies from small fishers by
generates competition in the fish marketing system.

However, the current situation in Gampong Lampulo is more complicated

than can be described and explained by disaster capitalism. For example,

unequal distribution of profit is already happened long before the tsunami.
Fishermen is remains poor and have the least profit compared to teuke bangku
or bot. The unequal distribution of profit is not only caused by tsunami and the

expansion of capitalism, but also from other potentially significant aspects. Does
it really the disaster capitalism that make them poorer or stay poor? It need

further research to analyst the extent of disaster capitalism’s role in the unequal

development of coastal communities using an intensive research combining
different methods to collect supportive information and data.

Furthermore, because this research was conducted 12 years after the

tsunami, it might influence the finding. Since the post reconstruction officially
completed in 2009 but the fishing port will continue redeveloped until 2035, it

hard to differentiate between post reconstruction efforts and redevelopment

goals. Eventhough there is a direct links between aid, reconstructions and

redevelopment.
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